FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 090600H MAR TO 100600H MAR 94.

1. GENERAL SITUATION. NO MAJOR INCIDENT TOOK PLACE IN KIGALI CITY AND THE SITUATION IS CALM.

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. BROAD BASED TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT IS NOT YET INSTALLED. NEGOTIATIONS ONGOING.

3. FRACTIONAL ACTIVITIES
   A. RGF. NTR.
   B. RPF. NTR.
   C. OTHER. NTR.

4. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES
   A. FORCE HQ. ON 090930 MAR 94 FC ATTENDED JOINT MILITARY COMMISSION (JMC) MEETING AT NGONGORE. FC AGAIN VISITED UNMIR AND KIBAT INFANTRY COY AT AIR FORT AT 1615 HOURS. HE MET THE COMMANDING OFFICER WHO IS DUE TO ROTATE SHORTLY. DFC/COS VISITED MILICOS AT BUTARE ON 09 MAR AT 0815 HOURS. HE ALSO VISITED REFUGEE CAMPS AT SAGA I AND SAGA II RESPECTIVELY DURING THAT PERIOD. THE FC TAKES HIS LEAVE FROM 10 MAR 94 TO 28 MAR 94. DFC/COS WILL ACT AS FC IN HIS ABSENCE.

   B. UNMIR. UNOMIR OPERATIONAL AREA IS CALM. THE DUTCH CONTINGENT IS NOW DEPLOYED. TEAMS D, F, H AND I CONDUCTED BOAT PATROLS AT LAKE KIVU. TEAMS D AND I CARRIED OUT NIGHT PATROL AT LUBIKI/NAKIBONYI AREA. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT WAS REPORTED. TEAM C CARRIED OUT ROUTINE PATROLLING AT KINAKIRA, BUSAGANDA, KINIBI AND MUKUNGURU. TEAM A CARRIED OUT NIGHT PATROLLING AT CHAHAPY AND LUGAMARARE. TEAM B CARRIED OUT NIGHT PATROLLING AT MUKUNGURU AND CHAHAPY. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT WAS REPORTED. THE FOLLOWING CIVILIAN BORDER CROSSINGS WERE REPORTED AT GATUNA:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FROM UGANDA INTO RWANDA</strong></th>
<th><strong>FROM RWANDA INTO UGANDA</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03 MAR 03 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER THROUGH SATUWA CARRYING 16 PERSONS (15 MEN AND 01 WOMEN AGED BETWEEN 20 TO 40 YEARS), NOTHING SIGNIFICANT WAS FOUND.</td>
<td>06 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER CARRYING 16 PASSENGERS (15 MEN AND 01 WOMAN AGED BETWEEN 25 TO 35 YEARS), NOTHING SIGNIFICANT COULD BE FOUND OUT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. DMZ

(1) OPERATIONAL SITUATION IN DMZ REPORTED TO BE CALM.

(2) TEAM C CARRIED OUT ROUTINE PATROL IN TUMBA, BESEGI AND MIXINGO. A MEDICAL TEAM VISITED BESEGI ON 09 MAR 94. TEAM D SUPERVISED AND MONITORED SECURITY DURING THE JOINT MILITARY COMMISSION MEETING AT NGONDORE FROM 1115 HOURS TO 1700 HOURS.

(3) BYUBAT A COY CONDUCTED MOBILE PATROLS TO KAGANDO (A0320), MIPYOTI, KOMULI (A0016), KAMABERE (A8223) AND GICUBE (A9022). B COY CONDUCTED FOOT PATROL TO GAKOMA, MIBUZI AND BNISIGE. C COY CARRIED OUT PATROLS TO NIGAUKA, NYAKA, BUCOPOI (A7236), MUSA (A7434), CVIARATITI (B2326), GAKOMA AND MIRULI. PIFAG INTERACTED WITH SECTION STRENGTH RPF PERSONNEL MANNING CHECK POINT AT BRIDGE (B2037).

(4) FL(-) OF FORCE ENGR COY PROVIDED SECURITY AT NGONDORE DURING THE JMC MEETING.

(5) CAO AND CHIEF BNS VISITED DMZ SECTOR HQ, BYUBAT AND FORCE ENGR COY FROM 1030 HOURS TO 1300 HOURS.

D. MILON.

(1) RPF SECTOR. TEAMS 601 CONDUCTED ROUTINE PTLS AT KISUNGU, SAGE, MIRBA, KISALA, KUSUMO AND TANSAHIA BORDER. TEAM 601 HELD A MEETING WITH THE LOCALS OF RMIERRA TO DISCUSS THEIR MEDICAL PROBLEMS.

(2) RPF SECTOR. NOTHING TO REPORT.

(3) SOUTHERN SECTOR. TEAMS COULD NOT CARRY OUT ROUTINE PATROL BY VEHICLES DUE TO NON-AVAILABILITY OF DIESEL IN THE PATRO-RWANDA FILLING STATION SINCE FOUR DAYS. DPC VISITED SECTOR SOUTH HQ IN BUTARE.

E. KIGALI SECTOR

(1) SECTOR KIGALI CONDUCTED VEHICLE AND FOOT PATROL IN KIGALI CITY IN ORDER TO ENSURE KIGALI WEAPON SECURE AREA (WASA), CONDUCTED SIX CHECK POINT DUTIES IN VARIOUS PLACES IN THE TOWN. TWO APCs WERE EMPLOYED FOR
5. **SELECTORS.** THE GENERAL SITUATION IS CALM. CIVPOL IS INVESTIGATING A CASE INVOLVING MR. FAJEIM UNITEJ WHO CLAIMED TWO LOCAL GENDARMERIE WENT TO KILL HIS BROTHER. AT ABOUT 1600 HOURS ON 09 MAR 94 CIVPOL GOT INFORMATION ABOUT A GRENADE FOUND AT KARURUMA AREA. CIVPOL AND EOD TEAM WENT TO THE LOCATION, RETRIEVED AND DESTROYED THE SOUTH AFRICAN MADE M26 GRENADE. MR NYONGABE, WHO WAS DRIVING THE VEHICLE LOADED WITH AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVES AND HAD AN ACCIDENT ON SUNDAY 06 MAR 94 WAS SENT TO COURT ON 09 MAR 94 AND WAS REMANDED IN CUSTODY.

6. **HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.** NTR.

7. **CIVIL AFFAIRS.** NTR.

8. **LOGISTICS.** VEHICLES AND RADIOS STILL SIGNIFICANTLY DEFICIENT TO THE REQUIREMENT. THE ENGR AND LOG COY EQUIPMENTS ARE NOW AVAILABLE BY BANGLADESH CONTINGENT BUT REQUIRE AN UPDATE. WE ARE VERY, VERY DISSATISFIED WITH ALL MATTERS RELATING TO HELICOPTERS. THIS OPERATIONAL DEFICIENCY IN BOTH UNOMUR AND UNAMIR IS MOST DISCOURAGING.

9. **MISC.** NTR.
**UNAMIR FORCE HQ**  
**OUTGOING FAXSIMILE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK</th>
<th>FROM: J.-R. BOCH-BOCH, SRSG, UNAMIR KIGALI, RWANDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DEPO, NEW YORK</td>
<td>FAX: (250) 84265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAX: (212) 952 9053</td>
<td>FAX: (212) 952 9053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION:**

- UNOMUR: FAX (256) 486-23186  
- DM2 SECTOR: FAX 64168  
- SBC KIGALI (3 x)  
- MILOB GP HQ

**SUBJECT:** DAILY SITREP 090600B MAR TO 100600B MAR 94.

**NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER:** FOUR

**DIRECT**

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.